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Weak signal VHF/UHF operators have probably
missed more contacts because of improper
polarization than any other single cause. Here's
what it is and what you can do about it.

Circular Polarity with
Linear Antennas

BY JOHN QUI NN"

O ver the years, at both HF and VHF,
linear antenna. polarization has been
used almost exc lusively. At VHF. antenna
polarity was often divided between verti
cal polarization, used mainly for FMfRe
peater use, and horizontal, used for long
haul CW/SSB. The main advantages to
ve rtical polarization is the ease of obtain
ing elect rical separation of transmittingl
receiving antennas at repeater sit es, and
the simplicity of mobile antennas. It may
be that for long haul VHF operation, hori
zontally polarized signals suffer less from
polarization shifts than vertically potar-"
ized signals. The advantage of horizontal
polarity over vertical polar ity for such op
eration is an arguable point.

With either vertical or horizontal polar i
zation, some polarity distort ion w ill occur
between the transmitting and receiving
stations. The degree of rotation will de
pend upon frequency , terrain and dis
tance. Any such rotation of the transmit
ted signal will result in decreased signal
capture at a linear receiving station. The
solution is to use circular polarization at
both the transmitting and receiving sites
Provided that both stations are using the
same polarization sense , i.e. right-hana
circular or left-hand circular , then all the
available energy at the receiving site will
be captured by the receiving antenna.

Until the advent of space communica
tions, specifically satellite communica
tions , little thought was ever given to the
phenomena.Space communication how
ever demands a re-think of this whole sit 
uation. Control of polarization of a signal
emanating from a spinning satellite is dif
f icult if not impossible and circular polari
zation has become the accepted stan
dard. Other space communication appli
cat ions also benefit from circular polari
zation . As frequency of operation in
creases, it is not uncommon for moon
bounce operators to observe a ohenorne-
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Fig. 1- A typical home-made helix anten
na constructed on a wooden pole with a

"chicken wire" reflector.

na known as Faraday rotation. This prop
agation phenomena is really an extreme
of the rotational distortion that is evident
on long terrest rial paths. However,moon
bounce operation is a marginal art, and if
linear polarization is used at both trans
mitting and receiving sites, it is not un
common for the bounced signal to suffer
such a high degree of rotational distortion
as to be un-copyable at the receiving site,
even though calculations regarding path
loss, transmitter power and receiver per
formance indicate that contact should be
possible. Clearly , circular polarization at
both transmitter and receiver will elimi
nate this problem. One point to note how
ever IS that circularity reversal occurs as
the signal bounces off the moons sur
face. That is, a signal arriving wilh clock
wise circular polarity at the moons sur
face , will produce a bounced signa l with
counter-clockwise polarity.

Achieving Circular Polarity
The re are two common antenna de

signs for producing circular polarization :
the helix and the crossed Vagi.

The helix antenna, fig. 1., is probably
the most simple form of high gain, ctrcu-

lar antenna, but it suffe rs from one major
prob lem.The polarization sense of a heli x
is determined by its const ruction. If the
antenna is wound as a right hand th read
form, then the antenna will exhibit right
hand c ircular polarization. Conversely, a
left hand thread fo rm will produ ce left
hand circular polarization . Such an an
tenna would be fine if all signals to be re
ceived were of known polarity but moon
bound operation fo r example, one would
requi re a separate antenna for both
transmit and receive . Considering the
huge antenna arrays necessary for moon
bounce operation, this is clearly imprac
ticable .

The crossed Vagi, fig. 2A, is the most
common form of circular antenna in use
for the VHF/UHF bands today. It offers
high gain for it's length combined with
swttchabte pola rity (circularity sense).
This fo rm of antenna will provide excel
lent performance at both 144 and 432
MHz bands. The crossed Vagi is nothing
magical. It is simply two completely sepa
rate Vagi antennas, one horizontal , the
other vertical, which just happen to share
a common boom. It is in the method of
combining these two antennas that the
propagation mode is determined. At low
er frequencies , with only a few elements,
both horizontal and vertical antennas
may be constructed on a common boom
with little interference, either mechanic
ally or electrically. At higher frequencies ,
i.e. 432 MHz and above , this becomes in
creasingly difficult for two reasons.

First , higher frequency operation de
mands higher ga in antennas. With Vagi
designs , this equates to more elements ,
and thus to a greater c hance of mutual
mechanical interference between the
vertical and horizontal antennas.

Second, as frequency increases, the
absolute dimensions of elements de
creases but the physical size of driven
structures , baluns and cables remain
large. Therefore, it is impossible to de
sign a crossed Vagi for 1296 MHz for ex
ample, without suffering performance
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Fig ,2- At fA) ,a crossed Yagi with both antennas mountedon the same boom. At (B), a second version of the crossed Yagi with
each antenna having its own boom. In both cases, the p lanes of the etements are perpendicular to each other.

Fig . 3- A " T" connection fo r matching
the two antennas to SG-ohm coax,

son load to
transceiver

degradation. An attempt to combine two
18 dB linear Yagis on one boom might re
sult in circular antenna with poor ctrcutar
ity and several dBdown on expected gain
performance. Not exactly state of the ar t.

Remember we decided above, " the
crossed Vagi is noth ing magical." Why
not construc t two separate linear Yagis .
Have one vertical , the other hori zontal.
combine them and produce a circular
beam in this way. (fig. 28).

Well , at 1296 MHz, this is indeed the
optimum approach. After all, all that is re
quired extra over a crossed Vagi design,
isone more boom.At 1296MHz, that ts oc
big deal!

each separate antenna. In order to
switch circularity sense. all that is re
quired is to insert a V2 wavelength delay
in the feed to the fron t-most set of ele
ments , The effect of inserting V2 wave
length is to nulli fy the V. wave length me
chanical advancement of the front-most
set of elements and 10 further delay it' s
signal by an add itional V. wavelength
thus elect rically making this antenna the
rearmost one.

The above techniques for combining
and phasing two antennas, one horizon
tal, the other vertical . will work equally
well whether a single or twin booms are
used. If totally separate antennas are
used. as in the 1296 MHz example above.
one mocurcanon to the above tecnrnque
is required . Using cable with a velocity
factor of 0.66, lh wavelength at 1275
MHz is 1.529 inches, or a total of 3.058
inches between antennas. Clearly we
have a problem.

There are two solutions . We can ex
tend the II. wavelength 70 ohm matching
section by inserti ng a length of 50 ohm
cable between the matching section and
the antenna feed point. Or we can in
c rease the length of the match ing section
to an odd multiple of quarter wave
lengths.

Clearly, the first solution is the less de
sirable as the transition from the 70 ohm
cable tothe 500hm cable isjust one most
point at which losses can occur. The se-

Before anempting to combine two an
tennas as above, it is necessary to under
stand how ci rcularity control is achieved.
Basically, to combine two Vagi antennas
to form one circula r antenna , two things
are required. In orde r to ma intain a 50
ohm drive impedance, some form of a
matching network is requi red.

Second, to produce a ci rcula r wave
front, either one antenna must be physic
ally 1,4 wavelength behind the other , or
the signal to one antenna must be de
layed by lh wavelength in time .

Typica lly , matching is actueved by the
c ircuit in fig . 3.ln this circuit, each anten
na has a 50 ohm impedance. A 11. wave
length coaxial line section acts as an im
pedance transformer, raising this impe
dance to l00ohms. At the 100 ohm point,
both are simply combined aga in to pro
duce the desired 50 ohm characteristic
impedance. Theoretically , the impe
dance of each matching section should
be 70.7 ohms, however , the slight mis
match due to the use 01 standard 75 ohm
coax is minimal.

In order to produce the desired ci rcu
lar wavefront , it is usual for c rossed Vagi
antennas to have one set 01 elements
mounted lh wavelength in front of the
other with respect to the fear of the
boom. If the two antennas are now com
bined as above , the ci rcularity sense of
the combined antenna will be determined
by the polarity of the driven d ipoles of
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/lAM RADIO
IS FUN!

It's even more fun for begin
ners now that they can oper
ate voice and link computers
just as socn as tney obtain
their Novice c lass license.You
can talk to hams allover the
world when cond itions per
mit, then switch to a repeater
for local coverage, perhaps
using a transceiver in your car
or handheld unit.

Your passport to ham radio adventure is
TUNE-IN THE WORLD WITH HAM
RADI O. The book tells what you need to
know in order to pass your Novice exam.
Two cassettes leach the code quickly
and easily.

Enclosed is my check or money order tor
$15.00 or charge my
( ) VISA ( ) Mastercard ( ) Am. Express
Signature _
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cond solution is preferred as no addition
al discontinuities are required, As long as
the matching sections are exact odd mul
tiples of lh wavelengths, the required im
pedance matching will be performed,
There is a small trade-off in that increas
ing the length of the matching sections
will have the effect of reducing the oper
ating bandwidth. However , fig. 4 shows
VSWR curves for both lh wavelength and
%wavelength matching sections. It can
be seen that although a small degree of
band edge mismatch is evident when us
ing %wavelength matching sections, the
total-band VSWR is very respectable. %
wavelengths of 0.66 velocity factor coax
amounts to 10.703",This length of match
ing section per antenna will allow anten
na separation of 12" (a good stacking dis
tance for producing a circular pattern),
with cable to spare . The failure of either
matching section to provide a perfect 1:1
VSWR at band center is due to the use of
75 ohm coax in lieu of 70 ohm coax.

Circularity Switching
Fig. 5 shows the schematic arrange

ment that will enable switching between
right-hand circular and left-hand circular
polarization using only one single-pole
double-throw, non-shorting coaxial relay.
When in circuit, the 50 ohm '/2 wave
length aecticn serves to delay the signal
to the front-most antenna by 180 de
grees. When switched out of circuit, this
section presents a half-wavelength open
circuit stub at the operating frequency
and thus has little effect , All connections
to the coaxial relay should be as short as
possible. The %wavelength section to the
front-most antenna should be reduced in
length by the length of the internal struc-
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Fig. 4-A comparison of bandwidth when
using X-wavelength matching cables ver

sus X-wavelength cables.

ture of the relay , allowing for the velocity
factor of the coax. For a cable velocity
factor of 0.66, and a relay internal length
of 1.25" , the cable should be reduced in
length by 0,66, 1.25" or 0.825" , The
above assumes a relay with air dielectric
(velocity factor = 1). A slight impedance
mismatch occurs due to the relay impe
dance of 50 ohms however , the short
electrical length of the relay renders this
insignificant.

Conclusion
Overall ,circular polarization is the pre

ferred polarization scheme for both ter
restrial and space communications. At
frequencies above 450 MHz, superior
performance may be obtained using cor
rectly phased individual horizontal and
vertical Yagis. Combiningfmatching may
be achieved using odd multiples of 'h
wavelength coaxial cables and standard
connectors. II
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Fig, 5- Relay for switching X-wavelength de/ayline into circuit to reverse tnepatet
izationsense.See text for specifications.
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